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MP3 Version

Prefab Sprout

Thanks to bisonrav for sharing these tracks 
at Dime. 
 
“Almost” ultimate quality Pre-FM copy of 
this BBC recording. A new transfer using ab-
solutely top end equipment of the BBC tran-
scription disk, which would have been perfect 
if side 2 hadn’t been a bit worse for wear with 
scratches and quite a number of problems. 
Side 1 is straight off the vinyl (up to Lions), 
Side 2 has had a fair amount of restoration 
work using a couple of other sources to infill 
damaged sections including the last version 
of this uploaded to Dime (torrent 301210) and 
a master recording of a German broadcast 
from another copy of this disk.

Lineage:

Main transfer, service provided by an ebay 
seller, “classicalrecords”.

Recorded at 32bit resolution 192kHz sampling 
rate and converted to 24bit 192kHz PCM 
WAV files of side 1 and side 2. The record is 
cleaned on a Moth MKII wet/vacuum record 
cleaning machine until ALL debris have disap-
peared and zapped with an anti-static gun.

The vinyl record is transcribed through a Gar-
rard 401 turntable on a 30mm treble layered 
Slatedeck type plinth with anti-vibration 
feet and spikes on a Sound Organisation wall 
mounted support, Ringmat 330 MKII, Evolu-
tion Parallel Tracking Air Bearing tonearm, 
Shure V15VxMR cartridge, Mullard ECC82/83 
valve phono preamplifier, Chord Chameleon 

Silver Plus interconnects, Russ Andrews mains 
cables, M-Audio Audiophile 192 high quality 
113db soundcard, Cool Edit Pro sound editor 
software. All for a neutral, uncoloured sound.

Second Source: Torrent #301210. Runs a little 
fast, lineage unknown but a good 16/44100 
transfer mostly.

Third Source: master tape of German broadcast. 
Nakamichi CR2E->Sweex A/D->44100/16

Processing:

No restoration to “side 1” (up to and including 
Lions). 192K/24 transfer converted to 16bit 
44100 using SOX in high quality mode.

Side 2: 2nd and 3rd sources converted to 192K 
using SOX, inverted and channel swapped to 
match main transfer. Source 2 used to patch a 
very short glitch in Wicked Games, quiet parts 
in Goodbye Lucille #1 and When Love Breaks 
Down. Unfortunately Source 2 is poor for Ap-
petite, so Source 3 was used to patch out clicks 
and scratches in very short segments which are 
noticeable if you listen carefully. In all cases 
SOX was used to ensure exact matching of 
patch length to the first source (same sample 
count) with segments being patched in at zero 
crossings. Audacity used to stitch the resultant 
segments together and match where possible 
the volume. Nothing done to match EQ, it 
wasn’t really necessary.

Resampling to 16/14K1 of main source using 
SOX. Audacity for track and flac.
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01. DJ Intro (Richard Skinner)
02. Moving the River
03. Cars and Girls
04. Bonny
05. Faron Young
06. Hallelujah
07. Lions in My Own Garden (Exit Someone)
08. Wicked Things
09. Goodbye Lucille #1
10. Tiffany’s
11. When Love Breaks Down
12. When the Angels
13. Appetite 

Paddy McAloon - vocals, guitar
Martin McAloon - bass

Neil Conti - drums
Wendy Smith - backing vocals

Mike Shipley - keyboards


